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CFD Analysis of Multi-Phase Reacting Transport Phenomena in Discharge Process of Non-Aqueous Lithium-Air Battery

Jinliang Yuan, Jong-Sung Yu, Bengt Sundén

Abstract—A computational fluid dynamics (CFD) model is developed for rechargeable non-aqueous electrolyte lithium-air batteries with a partial opening for oxygen supply to the cathode. Multi-phase transport phenomena occurred in the battery are considered, including dissolved lithium ions and oxygen gas in the liquid electrolyte, solid-phase electron transfer in the porous functional materials and liquid-phase charge transport in the electrolyte. These transport processes are coupled with the electrochemical reactions at the active surfaces, and effects of discharge reaction-generated solid Li$_2$O on the transport properties and the electrochemical reaction rate are evaluated and implemented in the model. The predicted results are discussed and analyzed in terms of the spatial and transient distribution of various parameters, such as local oxygen concentration, reaction rate, variable solid Li$_2$O volume fraction and porosity, as well as the effective diffusion coefficients. It is found that the effect of the solid Li$_2$O product deposited at the solid active surfaces is significant on the transport phenomena and the overall battery performance.
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I. INTRODUCTION

Lithium (Li) battery has attracted much more attention worldwide during the last years as a possible solution for various applications, particularly for electric vehicle (EV) propulsion applications. The present Li-ion battery performance is too low [1]-[3], and increasing research activities have been focused on the ones beyond the Li-ion battery, such as Li-air battery. The Li-air battery comprises of lithium metal anode working as a lithium source supplier, carbon based cathode (with/without catalysts), as well as a separator between them. The fundamental discharge chemistry in Li-air batteries is electrochemical oxidation of lithium metal at the anode and reduction of oxygen from air at the cathode [2]. The generated lithium ions in the anode moves through electrolyte and meet with oxygen obtained from air at the cathode and forms lithium oxide which is accumulated on the porous surfaces (usually carbon). The Li-air battery cathode microstructure is basically the same as that in PEMFC cathodes, but it usually flooded with liquid electrolytes and should be dehydrated because lithium metal is very sensitive to moisture and aggressively reacts with water [4]. So the Li-air battery is an emerging type of energy storage and conversion device which may be considered as half a battery and half a PEMFC [5].

In non-aqueous Li-air batteries, insoluble lithium peroxide Li$_2$O$_2$ (1) and potentially lithium oxide Li$_2$O (2) are formed in ORR (oxygen reduction reaction) during discharging. With catalysts present, Li$_2$O$_2$ might undergo the OER (oxygen evolution reaction) when sufficient high recharge voltages are applied in recharging process. The reactions occur at three-phase boundaries (TPB) involving the solid electrode (for electrons), liquid electrolyte (for Li$^+$) and dissolved oxygen gas (O$_2$) in the electrolyte.

\begin{eqnarray}
2\text{Li}^+ + 2e^- + \text{O}_2 &\leftrightarrow& (\text{Li}_2\text{O}_2)_s \quad E_{rev} = 2.96 \text{ V} \\
4\text{Li}^+ + 4e^- + \text{O}_2 &\leftrightarrow& 2(\text{Li}_2\text{O})_s \quad E_{rev} = 2.91 \text{ V}
\end{eqnarray}

where $E_{rev}$ is the reversible cell voltage, referenced vs Li/Li$^+$ in this study. The forward reaction in (1) refers to the discharging while the reverse direction stands for the charging process. It is found that Li$_2$O$_2$ is the dominant reaction product in the most recent Li-air battery tests.

Along with experimental studies carried out for different physicochemical properties and the overall performance, theoretical analysis of the electrode structure/morphology and transport phenomena affected by the reaction products is becoming important for achieving high-capacity non-aqueous Li-air batteries. The modeling studies at continuum scale (such as CFD at the battery level) may account for the microscopic material, chemical and morphological properties, which can be a great help to understand the coupled transport phenomena and reactions within the battery for improving its design and optimizing the performance, as well as for identifying their effects on the “sudden death” (i.e., over-potential sharp increase or voltage sharp decrease), and the degradation/failure mechanisms, etc.

The macroscopic or the continuum scale models consider the porous structure as a black box or as a macro-homogeneous porous region (uniformly distributed solid spheres or agglomerates). With suitable boundary conditions specified, a set of governing differential conservation equations for the transport processes can be discretized using conventional CFD techniques, such as finite volume method (FVM), as applied for proton exchange membrane fuel cells [6]. These methods...
require much less mathematical efforts and computational resources. However, a big challenge is then put on the issues how to capture the multi-phase transport phenomena by taking into account the effects of solid particle/pore size and complex structural morphology, and the effects of other processes (such as the reactions and solid product formation, etc) in the porous electrodes, see [7] and [8].

One of such models is by Read et al. who conducted a simple analysis to capture the dimensionless oxygen concentration along the cathode length direction. The study is limited only for the steady-state condition with the assumptions that the discharge reaction was first order in the oxygen concentration. The porosity of the electrode did not change with solid Li2O2 product generation [9]. While in another study [10], pore volume change due to the discharge product, insoluble Li2O2, was modeled by a linear relation and the effect on the oxygen transfer and the cell performance was included, based on the so-called oxygen-limited model. It is because the discharge current density is small, and 1 M concentration of Li+ in the electrolyte can be simply assumed everywhere in the cathode along the discharge. The conventional Fick’s law, together with the continuity equation, was employed for the oxygen transport in the electrolyte, and the ORR kinetic rate was approximated as linearly dependent on the local oxygen concentration. Various models developed for the Li-air batteries are outlined and compared in a recent review work, and it was found that a comprehensive continuum model is significant for understanding the ORR coupled transport phenomena in the Li-air battery electrodes, but only a limited number of the studies are available [11].

It is believed that the transport phenomena and the electrochemical reactions are strongly affected by the microscopic porous structures of the cathodes, as well as the distribution of the ORR generated solid product morphologies and the increased over-potentials. The CFD modeling and analysis methodologies should be developed for understanding the detailed mechanism of the reacting transport phenomena, and for further improvement of battery performance as well as optimizing the design. In this study, a two-dimensional transient CFD model is developed to capture the reaction coupled transport phenomena characteristics of a Li-air battery using organic electrolytes during the discharge process. The solid Li2O2 product structures and physicochemical properties, as well as the effective transport properties, are evaluated and implemented in the model for the Li-air battery. The effect of Li2O2 product deposition is considered in terms of a reduction in ORR rate kinetics (active surface area porosity), porosity distribution and further effective diffusion coefficient, as well as an increase in the charge transfer resistance in the Li2O2 product (causing extra voltage reduction).

II. MATHEMATIC EQUATIONS

Li+ and oxygen molecules are dissolved in the electrolyte. The oxygen in the air travels from the gas channel (between the ribs) to the active sites in the cathode, while the Li+ carry charges between the electrodes. The mathematical description of the transport processes in the Li-air batteries involves the governing equations for the conservation of the electrons, the dissolved ions and oxygen gas coupled with the reaction kinetics in the electrodes. These governing equations will be further linked with the models for the Li2O2 formation and deposition at the cathode, as well as effects on the porosity change inside the cathode and the rate equations for ORR and OER via a reduction in the effective surface area, or/and an extra potential drop across the solid product layer [12], [13].

The model developed in this study is for a two-dimensional configuration, and solved for the distributions of oxygen concentration, Li+ concentration in the electrolyte, solid- and liquid-phase potentials coupled by the ORR rate, as well as volume fraction of solid product. The computation domain is outlined by the dashed line in Fig. 1.

To simplify the analysis and focus on the major processes and phenomena, the following assumptions are applied: the electrolyte fully fills the pores in the cathode electrolyte, both dissolved oxygen gas and Li+ transfer in electrolyte (liquid) only; the mass transfer of oxygen and lithium ions is by diffusion and migration only (i.e., the convection is neglected); The generated Li2O2 product deposits as a smooth film in the electrode, which is based on that the size of Li2O2 particles is typically several orders of magnitude smaller than the size of a Li-air battery electrode; Isothermal condition (a room temperature of 297 K) is applied.

\[
\frac{\partial \rho_{Li^+} c_{Li^+}}{\partial t} = \nabla \cdot \left( \rho_{Li^+} D_{Li^+} \nabla c_{Li^+} \right) + \frac{\nabla \rho_{Li^+}}{z_e \nu_e} F + \ddot{m}_{Li^+} (3)
\]

where \( c_{Li^+} \) is the bulk mass fraction of Li\(^+\) in the solution phase which is averaged over the volume of the electrolyte in the pores, \( v_e \) the porosity of the electrolyte in the cathode and separator. The porosity is constant in separator, but varies in the cathode depending on the deposition of Li2O2. \( \nu_e \) the transference number of Li\(^+\), \( z_e \) the charge number and
reaction stoichiometric coefficient of Li$^{+}$, respectively. $I_{r}$ is the current density in the solution phase or electrolyte current density, $D_{l}^{0}$ the effective diffusion coefficient, $F$ Faraday’s constant ($96,485$ C/mol). The source (sink) term can be calculated as:

$$m_{Li} = \frac{a_{j}}{F} M_{Li}$$

the subscript $i$ is the index to identify the anode or cathode, $a$ the specific surface area of the electrode (specific interfacial area of the pores per unit volume of the total electrode), $M$ the molecular weight, and $j$ the electrode local charge transfer current density at the reaction sites in the electrodes. For discharge operation, $m_{Li}$ will be a source term for the anode and a sink for the cathode. It is so because the ORR happens during the discharge and OER during the charge process in the cathode. However the term should be zero in the separator.

In a typical Li-air battery, the concentration of dissolved oxygen in the electrolyte is very low (a few mM) compared to that of Li$^+$, mainly due to the low solubility of oxygen. Most of existing cathodes in the literature are fully electrolyte-flooded and only oxygen as the gaseous species is dissolved in the electrolyte. In this case, the Fickian diffusion equation can be employed for oxygen transport.

$$\frac{\partial (\rho_{l} D_{l}^{0} \nabla \phi_{O_{2}})}{\partial t} = \nabla \cdot (\sigma_{l}^{eff} \nabla \phi_{O_{2}}) + m_{O_{2}}$$

The source (sink) term in the oxygen mass conservation equations can be calculated from:

$$m_{O_{2}} = \frac{a_{j}}{F} M_{O_{2}}$$

It should be noted that, in a Li-air cathode, oxygen is consumed during discharge (ORR), while the source term should be zero in the separator and anode.

The local charge transfer current density is calculated based on the charge transfer equations. The charge potential in a Li-air cell can be divided into two parts, i.e., the solid-phase potential ($\phi_{s}$) and the liquid-phase potential ($\phi_{l}$). It is a fact that the solid-phase potential (by electrons) is only present in the solid material particles in the cathode, the current collectors and the anode, but not in the separator. However the liquid-phase potential is connected to the electrolyte, which exists in the cathode and separator. The solid-phase potential or the potential of electron is governed by the electron movement (or the Ohm’s law) in the cathode solid materials and in the anode as [14], [15]:

$$\nabla \cdot (\sigma_{l}^{eff} \nabla \phi_{l}) = \nabla \cdot j_{l} = S_{l}$$

where $\sigma_{l}^{eff}$ is the effective conductivity of electrons in the cathode carbon material. $S_{l}$ is the source/sink term for the potential of the electron transfer:

$$S_{l} = a_{j} \text{ in the carbon cathode; } 0 \text{ in the other regions} \quad (8)$$

The liquid-phase electric potential refers to the one by the Li$^+$, which is more complex due to Li$^+$ movement in concentrated electrolyte. In this study, an equation derived for liquid-phase electric potential from Gibbs-Duhem relation is employed, as in [14], [15]:

$$\nabla \cdot (\sigma_{l}^{eff} \nabla \phi_{l}) = \nabla \cdot \left\{ \frac{2 \sigma_{l}^{eff} RT}{F} (1 - t_{l}) \left[ 1 + \frac{d (ln f)}{d (ln c_{l})} \right] \frac{1}{c_{l}} \nabla c_{l} \right\}$$

where $\sigma_{l}^{eff}$ is effective conductivity of Li$^+$ in the electrolyte, $\phi_{l}$ the electrolyte potential (or the potential for Li$^+$ in the electrolyte), and $f$ refers to the activity coefficient of salt in the electrolyte, such as LiPF$_6$. $S_{l}$ is the source/sink term for the ion potential in the electrolyte:

$$S_{l} = a_{j} \text{ in the cathode electrolyte; } 0 \text{ in the other regions} \quad (10)$$

For the electrochemical reaction at the interface between the lithium metal anode and the electrolyte, it is expressed as:

$$j_{l} = i_{0} \left[ \exp \left( \frac{(1 - \beta)nF}{RT} \eta_{l} \right) - \exp \left( \frac{-\beta nF}{RT} \eta_{l} \right) \right]$$

here $i_{0}$ is the exchange current density for the anode, $\beta$ refers to the symmetry factor equal to 0.5, $\eta_{l}$ the over-potential (or the potential loss) for the reaction at the anode,

$$\eta_{l} = (\phi_{l} - \phi_{l}) - E^{\text{rev}}$$

the reaction rate at the TPBs in the cathode is calculated as in [12], [16]:

$$j_{l} = \frac{2k_{ORR} c_{O_{2}} c_{O_{2}}}{r_{ORR}^{eff}} \left\{ \exp \left( \frac{2(1 - \beta)nF}{RT} \eta_{l} \right) - \exp \left( \frac{2\beta nF}{RT} \eta_{l} \right) \right\}$$

where $j_{l}$ is the exchange current density for the cathode, $c_{i,s}$ the molar concentration of species $i$ at the solid surface of cathode, $k$ the electrode reaction rate constant, $c_{O_{2}}^{ref}$ = 1 M is a normalization parameter, while $\eta_{l}$ the local over-potential (or the potential loss) at the cathode, which is evaluated by:

$$\eta_{l} = (\phi_{l} - \phi_{l}) - \Delta \phi_{ORR} - E^{\text{rev}}$$

here $\Delta \phi_{ORR}$ is the extra voltage drop across the solid product Li$_2$O$_2$ formed during the ORR. In the current study, the following empirical correlation is applied, based on the assumption that the Li$_2$O$_2$ product is deposited uniformly on the surfaces of the parallel carbon channels, see [12], [16]:
\[ \Delta \phi_{\text{film}} = j_f R_{\text{film}} \frac{\bar{r}_p \theta}{\varepsilon_0} \sqrt{\frac{\varepsilon_0}{\varepsilon}} \ln \left( \sqrt{\frac{\varepsilon_0}{\varepsilon}} \right) \]  

(15)

where \( \varepsilon_0 \) and \( \bar{r}_{p,0} \) are the initial porosity and average pore radius (at time \( t = 0 \)) obtained for the cathode, respectively. The Li_{2}O_{2} film electronic resistivity, \( R_{\text{film}} \), is a fitting parameter exponentially depending on the film thickness [17].

Much like in the fuel cell models, the effective diffusion coefficient \( D^e \) and charge transfer conductivity \( \sigma^e \) in the above governing equations are correlated by the so-called Bruggeman method involving the porosity and tortuosity (taking the effective diffusion coefficient as the example):

\[ D^e = \frac{\varepsilon}{\tau} D_i \]  

(16)

The evolution of the microscopic porous structure over the operating time is evaluated by a change in various macroscopic parameters in this study, to consider the clogging and passivation effects on the species transport to/from, as well as the reactions at the active sites. The change in the local porosity is evaluated as [10], [12], [18]:

\[ \frac{\varepsilon}{\varepsilon_0} = a \frac{M_{Li_2O_2}}{F \rho_{Li_2O_2}} \]  

(17)

and the volume fraction of the generated solid product (Li_{2}O_{2}) is further determined by:

\[ \varepsilon_{Li_2O_2} = 1 - \varepsilon - \varepsilon_0 \]  

(18)

while the Li_{2}O_{2} deposition on the active surface of the pores decreases the average pore radius in time, which is captured by [10], [12]:

\[ \bar{r}_p = \bar{r}_{p,0} \sqrt{\frac{\varepsilon}{\varepsilon_0}} \]  

(19)

the correction for the effective surface area reduction is then evaluated by:

\[ a = a_0 \left( 1 - \varepsilon_{Li_2O_2} / \varepsilon \right)^{0.5} \]  

(20)

where \( a_0 \) is the initial active surface area. It is believed that the discharge process is terminated by a rapid increase of over-potential or a rapid decrease in the voltage at the end of discharge, the so-called "sudden death" of the battery [14].

III. BOUNDARY CONDITIONS AND PARAMETERS

As shown in Fig. 1, the computation domain consists of four boundaries and three sub-regions (anode, separator and cathode). Equations (3), (5), (7) and (9) are a set of partial differential equations subject to the boundary and initial conditions.

The top and bottom boundaries (\( y = 0 \) and 1000 \( \mu \text{m} \)), respectively) are considered to be symmetric and the corresponding boundary conditions are formulated in a general way for all the governing equations:

\[ \frac{\partial \phi}{\partial y} = 0 \]  

(21)

while the boundary conditions for the left- and right-hand boundaries (\( x = 0 \) and 1000 \( \mu \text{m} \)), respectively) are summarized in Table I.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>( x = 0 \mu \text{m} )</th>
<th>( x = 1000 \mu \text{m} )</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>( \sigma_{Li^+} )</td>
<td>( \sigma_{Li^+} )</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>( \partial \phi / \partial x = 0 )</td>
<td>( \partial \phi / \partial x = 0 )</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>( \varphi_0 = \varphi_0 )</td>
<td>( \varphi_0 = \varphi_0 )</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>( \varphi_i = \varphi_i )</td>
<td>( \varphi_i = \varphi_i )</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

No mass flux for Li^{+} is specified at both the left- and right-hand boundaries (\( x = 0 \) and 1000 \( \mu \text{m} \)), respectively. While for the dissolved oxygen gas in the electrolyte, its value based on the solubility of oxygen in the electrolyte is specified for the opening part (250 \( \mu \text{m} < y < 750 \mu \text{m} \)), and no flux for the remaining parts at the left-hand boundary (\( x = 0 \mu \text{m} \)). For the solid-phase potential, the gradient of potential is applied at the left boundary (\( x = 0 \mu \text{m} \)), based on the applied current density, see Table I. It should be noted that a continuous condition is specified for the fluxes of all species at the interfaces of the anode/separator (\( x = 800 \mu \text{m} \)), and of the cathode/separator (\( x = 750 \mu \text{m} \)). The solid-phase electric potential is only computed in the cathode and anode. The voltage of the battery is calculated by the difference between the electrode potential at the left-hand boundary and the electrolyte potential at the interface of the anode and separator, i.e.,

\[ V = (\varphi)_{x=0} - (\varphi)_{x=800} \mu \text{m} \]  

(22)

At the beginning of the discharging process, initial conditions are specified for the Li^{+} and oxygen concentrations, the porosity, and the specific interfacial area. These initial values, as well as other parameters applied in this Li-air CFD model, are adopted from literature, as outlined in Table II. Before discharging, the concentration for each species is assumed to be uniformly distributed at all the locations inside the battery and equals to their initial condition values.

IV. SOLUTION METHOD

In this study, the governing differential equations are converted into algebraic equations using a finite volume method (FVM), see, e.g., [19], and then they are solved by a two-dimensional code, SIMPLE HT [20]. The code is designed for general convection-diffusion problems, e.g., Navier-Stokes equations and the scalar parameter equations. For pure diffusion problems, such as the transport processes
occurring in Li-air batteries, the transient equations can be solved by this general CFD code.

### TABLE II

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Parameter</th>
<th>Symbol</th>
<th>Value and Unit</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Active area of electrode per volume</td>
<td>(a_0)</td>
<td>(3.67 \times 10^{-3} \text{ m}^2)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Exchange current density in cathode</td>
<td>(j_c)</td>
<td>(3.11 \text{ A m}^{-2})</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Transfer coefficient of cathode</td>
<td>(\beta)</td>
<td>0.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Reference concentration of (O_2) in electrolyte (\omega_{O_2}^{0})</td>
<td>9.0 (\times 10^{-3}) kg kg(^{-1})</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Initial concentration of lithium ion</td>
<td>(\omega_{Li}^{0})</td>
<td>6.67 (\times 10^{-4}) kg kg(^{-1})</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Density of electrolyte</td>
<td>(\rho_{EL})</td>
<td>1.0402 (\times 10^{-1}) kg m(^{-3})</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Density of lithium</td>
<td>(\rho_{Li})</td>
<td>0.534 (\times 10^{-3}) kg m(^{-3})</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Density of carbon</td>
<td>(\rho_{C})</td>
<td>2.26 (\times 10^{-3}) kg m(^{-3})</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Density of lithium peroxide</td>
<td>(\rho_{Li_2O_2})</td>
<td>2.14 (\times 10^{-3}) kg m(^{-3})</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Density of binder</td>
<td>(\rho_{PTEF})</td>
<td>2.2 (\times 10^{-3}) kg m(^{-3})</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Conductivity of electrolyte</td>
<td>(\sigma_{E})</td>
<td>1.085 (\Omega^{-1}) m(^{-1})</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Conductivity of electron in the cathode</td>
<td>(\sigma_{c})</td>
<td>10.0 (\Omega^{-1}) m(^{-1})</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Conductivity of electron in anode electrode</td>
<td>(\sigma_{a})</td>
<td>10.0 (\Omega^{-1}) m(^{-1})</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Diffusivity of oxygen in electrolyte</td>
<td>(D_{O_2})</td>
<td>3.0 (\times 10^{-9}) m(^{2}) s(^{-1})</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Diffusivity of (Li^+) in electrolyte</td>
<td>(D_{Li^+})</td>
<td>2.1 (\times 10^{-9}) m(^{2}) s(^{-1})</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Solubility factor of oxygen in electrolyte</td>
<td>0.38</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Molecular weight of lithium</td>
<td>(M_{Li})</td>
<td>6.94 (\times 10^{-3}) kg mol(^{-1})</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Molecular weight of lithium peroxide</td>
<td>(M_{Li_2O_2})</td>
<td>45.88 (\times 10^{-3}) kg mol(^{-1})</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Initial Porosity</td>
<td>(\epsilon_0)</td>
<td>0.73</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Electrical resistivity across (Li_2O_2) film deposition</td>
<td>(R_{fz})</td>
<td>1.5 (\times 10^{9}) (\Omega) m(^{-1})</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Transference number of (Li^+)</td>
<td>(\tau_{Li})</td>
<td>0.2594</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(d(\ln f)/d(\ln \epsilon_{Li^+}))</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-1.03</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Initial particle radius in the electrode</td>
<td>(r_{p,0})</td>
<td>25 (\times 10^{-9}) m</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Length of battery</td>
<td>(L)</td>
<td>0.001 m</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Height of battery</td>
<td>(H)</td>
<td>0.001 m</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The governing equations are first integrated over the control volumes, while the boundary conditions are introduced as the source terms in the control volumes neighboring the boundaries whenever appropriate. The resulting system of algebraic equations is solved using an iterative TDMA (tri-diagonal-matrix-algorithm).

The equations needed for the calculation are coupled by the electrochemical reaction rates, the over-potential, and further the porosity and the specific surface area of the electrode via the source terms and variable physical/transport properties. It should be noted that the generation of \(Li_2O_2\) product is zero in the anode lithium and the separator regions, and non-zero only in the cathode region where the ORR occurs. As mentioned earlier, the physical/transport properties are variable. These parameters depend on the spatial position in the battery, and the discharging states as well. All these parameters are evaluated and updated during iterations of the calculation.

In this investigation, a uniform grid distribution is applied in the y-direction, as well as for the separator and anode regions in the x-direction. To capture the strong reactions and effects on the transport phenomena occurring close to the interface between the cathode and the separator, fine meshes are applied with a non-uniform grid distribution arrangement in the cathode region, as shown in Fig. 2. Here the \(x^*\) and \(y^*\) are dimensionless parameters, i.e., \(x^* = x/L\) and \(y^* = y/H\) (both \(L\) and \(H\) are the length and the height of the battery).

In order to evaluate the performance of the numerical method and the CFD code developed, test calculations considering grid sensitivity (employing different number of control volumes and expansion factors) and time step were carried out, as shown in Table III. The expansion factor smaller than 1 is employed for the cathode region in \(x\)-direction, to obtain the fine meshes close to the interface with the separator (see Fig. 2). It is found that the predictions do not change significantly, in terms of the spatial porosity variation (an
important transport parameter in this study as discussed in the following section) along the discharging time, when the number of meshes is increased beyond 170 × 48 (48 for the y-direction, the case Mesh 2 in Table III and Fig. 3). 0% discharged in Fig. 2 refers to a fresh Li-air battery before discharging, while 100% discharged is for the case of fully discharged, or the end of discharge. Consequently, the mesh arrangement of the case Mesh 2 is further applied in this study.

V. SIMULATION RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

After the grid and time-independent tests, the predicted overall battery performance and major parameter distribution of various transport processes are presented and discussed in this section.

Fig. 4 Li-air battery voltage vs. specific capacity performance achieved at discharge current density of 1 A/m²

Fig. 4 shows the overall battery performance in terms of voltage change along the specific capacity. The specific capacity is evaluated based on the weight of the carbon material employed in the cathode. As expected, the battery voltage rapidly decreases from its initial value obtained in the reversible condition during the initial discharging. This decrease is due to the result of the activation loss caused by the ORR. It is also found that there is a voltage plateau observed afterwards, followed by a sharp decrease again in voltage at the end of the discharging process, i.e., the so-called "sudden death" of the battery. As discussed later, this is caused by the effect of a reduction in the ORR rate and a reduction in the effective transport properties due to microscopic structure evolution by the Li₂O₂ formation on the active surfaces.

As one of the important features of the current CFD model, the effect of the cathode partial opening at the oxygen inlet side is considered to take the account of the blocking effect on the inlet oxygen distribution by the nickel mesh and the end plates. In contrast, 100% cathode open ratio has been mostly assumed in other simulations in the literature, which is not often employed in either passive or active Li-air battery designs.

The spatial oxygen distribution predicted for the battery cathode (0 < x* < 0.75) is presented in Fig. 5. It is found in the figure that dimensionless oxygen mass concentration (the ratio between the local and reference oxygen concentrations) at the cathode inlet region (250 µm < y < 750 µm) at the left boundary (i.e., x=0) is the highest (corresponding to the saturated oxygen dissolved in the electrolyte, i.e., relative oxygen concentration is 1.0), compared with the blocked regions. This is a result of that the oxygen is supplied continuously from the opening at the cathode inlet. It is also found that the oxygen distribution decreases along the battery length direction until somewhere close to the interface between the cathode and the separator, which indicates that the oxygen distribution is not only affected by the mass diffusion in the porous cathode, but also consumed in the ORR during the discharge process. The latter case results in the lowest oxygen concentration in the region where the strongest ORR rates exist, as discussed below.

The porosity distribution in the cathode with a 50% open ratio at the inlet is presented in Fig. 6. As shown in the figure, the porosity at the cathode/air interface (the oxygen inlet, i.e., 250 µm < y < 750 µm and x=0 µm) is lower than that in the remaining parts in the y-direction corresponding to the blocked region (i.e., y < 250 µm and y > 750 µm). This is so because the electrochemical reaction rate in the opening region is higher, consequently the Li₂O₂ generation rates are higher, as discussed later. Further the porosity increases in the x-direction until about 20% of the battery length away from the interface with the separator, and decreases again until the interface between the cathode and the separator. It is also a result of the electrochemical reaction rate varied in the x-direction. It is found that the porosity (and oxygen distribution in Fig. 5) becomes more uniform in the y-direction in the most cathode region away from the inlet side, which indicates that the Li₂O₂ generation rate is also uniform in the major part of the cathode in the x-direction. Consequently the distribution variation of the transport parameters along the x-direction is of most interests.
The local oxygen concentration (averaged along the battery height) is presented in Fig. 8 for different discharge states. It is found that a constant relative oxygen concentration \(\left(\frac{\omega_{\text{O}_2}}{\omega_{\text{O}_2,s}} = 1\right)\) is predicted for all the positions along the length direction in the cathode before the battery is discharged (0% discharged in Fig. 8). Along the discharging, the local oxygen concentration decreases with the slight higher values appearing at the left boundary \((x = 0, \text{where the oxygen is supplied to the cathode})\). The lowest oxygen concentrations are predicted close to the interface region between the cathode/separarator. This is so partially because the highest reaction rates (then the biggest oxygen consumptions) are found in this region, see Fig. 7. The limiting effects of the oxygen diffusion in the cathode will also contribute to a lower oxygen concentration in the interface region, particularly when the Li\(_2\)O\(_2\) product is continuously generated and accumulated on the active surfaces of the porous carbon in the cathode to diminish the available pores for dissolved oxygen transfer in the electrolyte.

The spatial distribution of the porosity in the cathode is shown in Fig. 9. The initial porosity of 0.73 is specified for both the cathode and the separator, as shown by the case of 0% discharged in Fig. 9. As the extent of discharge increases the porosity falls to a very small value between 0.1 to 0.2 when the battery is fully discharged (i.e., 100% discharged in Fig. 9), which limits the diffusion of dissolved oxygen gas in the electrolyte to the battery. Slight lower porosities at the left boundary having the oxygen inlet are again due to the big ORR rates, as presented in Fig. 7, while the smallest porosities predicted for the region close to the interface between the cathode and separator are caused by the maximum ORR rates. It should be noted that the porosity in the separator is not affected by the Li\(_2\)O\(_2\) product deposition on the solid surfaces, which is one of the assumptions applied in this study.

![Fig. 6 Predicted spatial porosity distribution in the cathode after 100% discharged at discharge current density of 1 A/m²](image)

![Fig. 7 Predicted local distribution of the ORR rate in the cathode with different discharging state at discharge current density of 1 A/m²](image)

![Fig. 8 Predicted spatial distribution of dimensionless oxygen concentration dissolved in the electrolyte with different discharging state at discharge current density of 1 A/m²](image)
The predicted volume fraction of Li$_2$O$_2$ generation is non-uniform, as plotted in Fig. 10, for different discharging states. A slight bigger volume fraction of Li$_2$O$_2$ is predicted for all the discharging states at the oxygen inlet, which is believed due to a higher ORR rate. After a slight decrease in the cathode region close to the inlet, the volume fraction of Li$_2$O$_2$ increases in the major part of the cathode, until it reaches a maximum value in the region close to the interface with the separator. This maximum volume fraction is about 0.65 obtained for the 100% discharged case, which is higher than those obtained from other discharge states. It is also clear that the variation in the Li$_2$O$_2$ volume fraction between 25% and 50% discharge states is the biggest, while that between 75% and 100% discharge states the smallest. The Li$_2$O$_2$ solid products deposited at the active surfaces will reduce the void space for the species transport and limit oxygen diffusion in the cathode, as well as bring in an extra potential loss to the activation, which result in a smaller ORR rates.

As also shown in Fig. 10, the effective porosity, defined as the difference between the initial constant porosity and the local Li$_2$O$_2$ volume fraction decreases along the discharging process, and the smallest values are obtained when the battery is fully discharged. It is believed that the effective porosity at the oxygen inlet side ($x = 0$) is much more important, because all of the consumed oxygen during discharging is supplied from this boundary. As a result of the bigger ORR rate in the region close to the separator, Li$_2$O$_2$ is produced faster and the effective porosity decreases much more quickly, which gives a bigger resistance for the oxygen diffusion and charge transfer, responsible for the "sudden death" of the battery discharging process.

Furthermore, the effects of the generated Li$_2$O$_2$ product deposition and the microscopic structure evolution on the transport phenomena are correlated to the effective diffusion coefficients. As an example, the spatial distribution of the effective oxygen diffusion coefficient is shown in Fig. 11. It is found that the effective oxygen diffusion coefficient is non-uniform for all of the discharge cases. This coefficient decreases along with the discharging process, as expected. Corresponding to the bigger Li$_2$O$_2$ volume fraction, a smaller effective oxygen diffusion coefficient is predicted close to the separator interface. This coefficient is near zero when the battery is fully discharged (100% discharged in Fig. 11). It is believed that the sharp decrease in the overall battery performance (i.e., the voltage vs. the specific capacity in Fig. 4) is mainly caused by a reduction in the effective diffusion coefficient in the cathode, particularly in the region close to the separator.

VI. CONCLUSIONS

A two-dimensional transient CFD model is developed and applied to investigate the transport phenomena coupled with the discharge reaction (ORR) at the active carbon surfaces in
the Li-air batteries. Particularly the volume fraction of the ORR-generated solid Li$_2$O$_2$ is predicted, and its effects is implemented on the evolution of the microscopic structure and the ORR rate, a reduction in the porosity and the effective species diffusion coefficients in the electrolyte, as well as an increase in the electron conduction resistance and over-potential. It is found that the spatially non-uniform Li$_2$O$_2$ volume fractions increase along with the discharging state, and the highest values are obtained at the end of discharge, which is responsible for the sudden death of the battery performance. It is also clear that the effective diffusion coefficients decrease rapidly, particularly in the cathode region close to the separator, due to the fact that the ORR rates in this region is the highest. It is suggested that the transport processes and overall performance of the Li-air battery may be improved if the microscopic structures, such as the porosity distribution, are optimized and applied to better utilize the pores deep in the cathode more efficiently.
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